
MORE KEY ELEMENTS OF SUIT CONTRACT DEFENCE     
______________________________________________________________________________ 

Drop of Queen under partner’s Ace 
When partner leads an Ace, she is asking you to show Attitude (encourage or discourage): 
A high card if you hold the Queen or a doubleton 
A low card if you do not hold the Queen or a doubleton. 

However, the one time you do not play a high card from a doubleton or the queen, is when you 
hold exactly Queen-doubleton. In that situation, you play low.  
If partner leads the King anyway, your Queen now falls and partner knows what you have;  
if partner stops leading the suit, when you return the Queen, partner will know that it is now 
singleton. 

You do this, because the drop of the Queen under partner’s Ace has a special meaning: 

Either you hold a singleton Queen, or you hold Queen and Jack, and you are telling partner that, if 
she wants to put you on lead, she should not play her King, but instead play a low card in that suit. 
This can be an excellent way to gain the lead when you are otherwise weak. 

When your partner is about to ruff, choose your card carefully 
When you lead a card which you know that your partner can trump, be aware that she may not 
know which suit to return having trumped.  
The card you lead for partner to trump will be considered a Suit-Preference Signal.  
Discounting the trump suit, and the suit your partner is trumping, if you lead a high card, it will ask 
for partner to return the higher-ranking of the remaining suits; 
If you lead the lowest possible card, it will ask partner to return the lower-ranking suit. 

  
      ♠ 75           N  E  S  W      
      ♥ J84           -  -  1S  2C   
      ♦ KQ1097         NB NB 2S  Dbl 
      ♣ 1074           NB 3H  3S            
♠ A8          ♠ 1042 
♥ K75     ☐    ♥ 109632    West leads A♣; East plays 8♣. On K♣, East  
♦ J32         ♦ 864     plays 3♣. West, feeling that East will ruff the  
♣ AK952        ♣ 83      next club, carefully chooses to lead her    
      ♠ KQJ963         highest remaining club - 9♣ - asking partner  
      ♥ AQ          to return the higher-ranking of the remaining 
      ♦ A5           suits (not including trumps). East ruffs, and  
      ♣ QJ6          duly returns 10♥. This sets up West’s K♥  
                 before South has drawn trumps. As a result, 
E/W take five tricks to defeat the contract. Without the heart switch, South pushes out A♠, draws 
trumps, and pitches her losing Q♥ on dummy’s long diamonds. 

Leading Trumps 
This is a good idea if your opponents have: 
* bid only one suit 
* shown preference between two suits 
* used Asptro or Transfers 
* you suspect that dummy is balanced, and have no singleton, or top-of-sequence to lead 

This is a safe lead when you hold two or three low cards in the opponents’ trump suit. Generally, 
lead your lowest card.  
With a singleton trump, do not lead trumps, as your partner will hold 3 or 4 trumps and you will 
finesse any honour she holds in that suit immediately to the benefit of the declarer. 
Generally, do not lead a trump from four cards. When you hold four trumps, you should lead 
whatever you think might force declarer to ruff in her own hand, thereby shortening her trump 
holding, and promoting yours. Usually, lead your longest suit.


